
TIPS FOR WRITING A GOOD LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Looking for tips on how to craft a perfect letter to the editor? Read tips, tricks, and guidance from PHI's Berkeley Media
Studies Group.

Use verified facts. Many newspapers will only print a letter to the editor after calling the author to verify his or
her identity and address. Letters to the editor can be an effective way to get the word out. Media advocacy and
public health. Use quotation marks to indicate the title of a book, article, etc. Should you use e-mail to send
your letter? By sending it to them you agree that they may edit it for legal, space or other reasons. A
small-town newspaper, on the other hand, may print every letter it gets, since it may get only two or three a
day. Letters to major news weeklies tend to be extremely short. We have written a similar primer on op-ed
writing that is available upon request. This means your letter will need to stand out in order to get printed.
Appeals to scientific authority are very effective in letters to conservative papers, while liberal papers prefer
more specific references. If you are affiliated with a university, use your departmental address. If so, be sure to
add these as well. You can write a letter just to ''vent," or to support or criticize a certain action or policy, but
you may also have suggestions about what could be done to improve the situation. Include any information
highlighting your expertise on the issue. It's up to you to determine when is the best time to start writing the
letters, allowing time for them to be published. Newbury Park. Roman, K. Make it legible. Remember, though,
that the general public probably doesn't share your background or the interest. Then wrap your letter up by
explaining what you think needs to happen now, make your call to action. Explain what the letter is about at
the start. Writing Effective Letters to the Editor Writing Effective Letters to the Editor Letters to the editor can
be effective in influencing public opinion and legislators' views. Look up the specifications of the publication
and make sure your letter meets these. A letter to the editor is a written way of talking to a newspaper,
magazine, or other regularly printed publication. Promoting community change. This will help you improve
rapidly. Making it happen in the real world. Be sure that you take the time to write the letter in your own
words. Send letters to weekly community newspapers too. LTEs are published on the editorial page, which is
one of the most read sections in the paper. The New York Times probably receives hundreds, if not thousands
of letters a day, only ten or so of which make it into print. Even if your letter is not published, it is important
for educating and persuading editors. Get permission Make sure you have the permission of the organisation
you are writing a letter on the behalf of. Keep in mind that if you want to inform the public of a certain action
your organization is about to take, you may want to think of issuing a press release instead. In general, letters
should be under words, or less is best; stay focused on one or, at the most, two main point s ; and get to the
main point in the first two sentences. Letters to the editor can provide readers with information and insights on
issues with which they may be unfamiliar, and can also inspire readers to take action. In general, newspapers
and magazines will publish letters that are well-written and articulate, and that either represent specific points
of view on an issue, or that thoughtfully analyze complex issues and events. Two letter hacks are more
effective than one. Avoid submitting "form" letters. Explain the issue and its importance simply. Most of all,
don't limit your communications. Be sure to write your full name and title, if relevant and to include your
address, phone number, and e-mail address.


